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 COLLOQUY
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To apprise the parents of Grades VI  about the assessments
(Post Mid Term Examination) and answer queries
pertaining to the same, Colloquy was conducted on 26th
November 2021. The panel included the Headmistress, Ms.
Geeta Kanwar and the teaching faculty. We, at Xavier's,
strongly believe that together we can give our children the
roots to GROW and the wings to FLY.

"The most overwhelming key to a child's success is the positive
involvement of the parents and the teachers."
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 Minding Our Minds
“Every conflict presents you with a choice. You can choose to view
conflict as an opportunity to teach or as an opportunity to blame”

It is believed that a student’s social-emotional health can
have a direct impact on their academic performance. Every
student needs guidance and counselling at some point in
their life. It not only provides personality insights, but also
offers ways to improve any shortcomings.  Counselling
develops various characteristics such as increased focus,
better EQ, improved mental health and management skills.
For the benefit of the students of Grades VI, a counselling
session was conducted by Ms Nitika Teotia.



SUBJECT ENRICHMENT
ACTIVITIES 
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Subject Enrichment Activities give a spurt to the learning skills of a child.

The child steps into an area of their interest, where creativity is

unfettered.  Enrichment activities throw open plenty of opportunities for

the students, as a natural extension

to their scholastic pursuits. It is this interest that sustains the enthusiasm

of students to put their best foot forward, academics or otherwise.



Veer Gatha 
To honour the acts of bravery and sacrifice of the officers / personnel of the Armed

Forces, other lawfully constituted forces and civilians, gallantry awards are announced
twice in a year – first on the occasion of the Republic Day and then on the Occasion of
the Independence Day. In order to disseminate the details of bravery acts and the life

stories of these brave-hearts among the students, it had been proposed by the Ministry of
Defence that school students were motivated to do projects/activities based on gallantry
award winners. Accordingly, the Veer Gatha Project was organized from 21st October to

20th November 2021.
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WORLD VEGETARIAN
DAY

*"Eat beans, not beings"*
 

A vegetarian diet is high in fiber, vitamins, minerals and low in saturated fat.
To engage and enlighten the students on the same thought and on the occasion of

*World Vegetarian Day*,  *Video Making Competition* was conducted for the
students of grade VI urging people about animal welfare and spreading the

message. 
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Gandhi Jayanti
 

To commemorate the birth anniversary of Mahatma

Gandhi,  Monthly Battle For Being Most Cognizant- A

Vigilant Eye was dedicated to the Father of the Nation . 
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EPIC GYAAN
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”The essence of morality is  questioning about morality; and the decisive move of human life
is to use ceaselessly all light to look for the origin of the opposition between good and evil."

 
Our Xaverians never fail to gear up the spirit of celebrating any festival. A special assembly
was conducted by our students to give a wonderful start to the upcoming events. The same

was followed by the series of webinars by the students of Grade III to VIII from 12th to 14th
October, where the love, devotion and sacrifice of the unsung characters of Ramayana were

brought into light. 
 



EPIC GYAAN
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Students of Grades VI proudly showcased
EpicGyaan: A Splendid Concoction of Virtues From
Ramayana, on the occasion of Dussehra, where they
narrated tales and apprised all of us with valuable

life lessons portrayed in The Ramayana. 



DUSSHERA
CELEBRATION IN

SCHOOL
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Students of Grades VI actively participated in the special
assembly conducted on the occasion of Dussehra, where
they narrated tales and apprised all of us with valuable

life lessons portrayed in The Ramayana. 



CONSERVATION- OUR
PRIORITY

St. Xavier’s High School , Sector 49 celebrated Conservation Week -
‘CONSERVATION - Our Priority’ to apprise everyone about the

importance of conservation and how they can get involved.
The week-long celebration from 25th October to 29th October, 2021. It

aimed at discussing the action plan for saving water, curbing single use
plastic, wildlife conservation, planting saplings at home and school, use

of cloth bags instead of plastic bags and many more. 
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HALLOWEEN 
“It's Halloween; everyone's entitled to one good scare.”

St. Xavier's High School decorated a classroom with the Halloween
theme for the offline and online classes and the students studying

online had a virtual tour and the students who were physically
present enjoyed the physical tour of the specially crafted spooky

environment with their teachers.

"Education’s purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one ".      XAVRONICLE -VOL III
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CARVE THE PUMPKIN
"No tricks, just treats and *Pumpkin Carving* here." 

St. Xaviers High school, sector 49 Gurugram,
organised Carve The Pumpkin Competition for the

students of Grade VI – VIII  on 31st Oct, 2021.
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DIYA DECORATION
 

A Diya symbolises goodness and purity, and  lighting of these diya
symbolises dispelling  darkness, greed and other vices. 

 
To amplify this festival of Diwali, and for enlightening and

enriching our souls St. Xavier's High School, Sector-49, Gurgaon
organised  an extravaganza of illumination and radiance, an Inter

class Diya Decoration competition for the students. 
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GLIMPSE OF DIYA
DECORATION
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To commemorate the Birth Anniversary of Maulana Abul

Kalam Azad, great freedom fighter, 

eminent educationist and the first Union Minister of

Education, as the National Education 

Day, the school organised essay 

writing, elocution competitions, rallies with banners, cards

and slogans on 

the importance of education and the nation’s commitment to

all aspects of education on 11th November 2021.

Celebration of National  
Education Day
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CHILDREN'S DAY
CELEBRATION- BACHPAN
To celebrate the day of innocence and joy,the school

organised an extravagant Children’s Day : *BACHPAN* 

 for our unique Xaverians. This Children’s Day

celebration was a grandeur with full of gratification and

merriment.
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ANNUAL CRICKET MATCH
St. Xaviers High School organised  an Annual Cricket Match’

Staff vs Students, on the special occasion of Children’s Day
on Friday, 12th November, 2021 in the school playground.
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Q-CIPHER

Quizzes are not only fun for students, they are also a form of learning as
they don't feel like a traditional activity. Quizzes can help students practise
existing knowledge while stimulating interest in learning about new subject

matter.
 

Keeping the above in mind, St. Xavier’s High School organised  Q-Cipher -
An Inter-class Mathematics Quiz for the students on 17th & 18th November,

2021.



 CHRISBELLS- 2021
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POSTER MAKING COMPETITION-
ON TEACHINGS OF CHRIST

Talented Xaverians of Grade VI participated in an Inter

Class Christmas Poster Making Competition held on

22nd December 2021. 
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INTER CLASS CAROL
SINGING COMPETITION

‘Christmas waves a magic wand over this world, and behold,

everything is softer and more beautiful.’ 

 

Xaverians took a melodious journey of heartwarming carols with

Vocal Ecstasy: An afternoon of Carol Singing.
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GIFT HAMPER MAKING
COMPETITION- THE GIFT

WAREHOUSE 
Christmas is the season for giving, and no matter what

presents you decide to gift your loved ones, a well-
wrapped package always makes it more meaningful. In

compliance with the same thought, we at St. Xavier's
High School organised Inter class Gift Hamper Making
Competition– The Gift Warehouse on 23rd December

2021.
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Quizmas Crackers
 

"The Christmas tree is in the middle
The bells that hang on the wall
The light that sparkles at night

These are the signs that Christmas is on"
 

Christmas is  a season of great joy, a season of celebration,a season filled with lots of fun! 
 

To celebrate the Christmas fervor we at St. Xavier's High School organised *Quizmas Crackers*- *An Inter-class
Quiz competition-  for the students.  

 The Quiz was held on 19th December 2021.
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ARTICLE WRITING COMPETITION- A
HARBINGER OF JOY AND HAPPINESS

 
In the earnest endeavour to enhance the power of writing skills among

the students of St. Xavier’s High School, Sector 49 organised  an
*’Inter-Class Article Writing Competition for Grades VI-VIII on the topic

*‘Christmas- A Harbinger of Happiness and Joy'*.
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CHRISTMAS CLASS PARTY 
Christmas is an annual festival commemorating the birth
of Jesus Christ, observed primarily on December 25 as a

religious and cultural celebration among billions of
people around the world. Students from grade VI enjoyed

the class party celebrating the birth of the saviour.
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Tech Whiz-Science Quiz 
"The science of today is the technology of tomorrow."

 

In an earnest endeavour to enhance the prevailing quality of

Science as a discipline, among the students, St Xavier's High

School, Sector 49 has organised an Inter Class Online Science

Quiz- 'Tech-Whiz' for the students of Grades III - VIII on 28

December 2021.

 

It provided an opportunity for the participants as well as the non-

participants to explore the world of Science.
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SPOTLIGHT- EMOTIONS
THROUGH EXPRESSIONS 
New year brings a joy of a fresh start, a fresh

beginning. Bidding adieu to last day of the year 2021,

to unleash our talents this New Year with an Inter-

Class Competition- *THE SPOTLIGHT- EMOTIONS

THROUGH EXPRESSIONS* for the students  where

students recorded a video acting or narrating the

visual of their perspective into the New Year- 2022.

 

 

 

 

 

Regards
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MONTHLY BATTLE FOR BEING MOST
COGNIZANT- A VIGIL EYE   

"The quest for knowledge, like everything else of value, is not to be obtained
easily. It must be worked for, studied for, thought for, and more than that

must be prayed for." To encourage the students to widen their knowledge on the
latest happenings around the globe, the school has come up with a series of Monthly

Quiz on Current
Affairs for the students of grades III-VIII. 

Here are the results of The Monthly Battle For Being MOST
COGNIZANT- A Vigil Eye for the months of October-December.



STELLAR PERFORMANCE 

INTER SCHOOL ACHIEVERS
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It gives us immense pleasure to share that the Xavier's Champions have secured the 2nd

position in 3D Working Model on My Smart City  at  Madhyam, an Inter School Competition

organised by Imperial Heritage School, Gurugram.

 

Vivaan Vijayvergia of VI D has made all of us proud by being the State Level Winner of The

Wild Wisdom Global Challenge- 2021.

 

_Heartiest congratulations to the proud parents and our talented Xaverians for this

glorious feat!_



TOURNEY OF THE
COMPETITIONS 
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TOURNEY OF THE
COMPETITIONS 
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XAVERIANS MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AVANTE GRADE
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 XAVERIANS MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AVANTE GRADE
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RESONANCE FROM THE
PARENT'S' HEART

 

Very well conducted and interesting quiz. Kudos to teachers and

students 😊��

M/O Vritti Kumaria

 

Congrats winners and their mentors. Good job, Team -C.  Many thanks

to teachers for their efforts,  especially to Adya ma'am. ��������

M/O Tanisi Jindal

 

It was indeed very interesting and knowledge Quiz. Thank you Adya

Ma'am and everyone in preparing the students and for the right set of

questions.

M/O Mikhail Shah

 

Thank you teachers for this opportunity. Very knowledgeable������

M/O Deveshi Jadojia
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Thank you so much teachers for your

great efforts. You all r really real

gems for the school and for students.

M/O Mahistha Gautam

 

Thanks to all the teachers and

organizers to provide such

opportunities to kids to grow.

Thanks for all the efforts.

M/O Atharva Upadhyaya
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*Vaibhav Rathore-*  I want to thank all teachers and school

management for successfully conducting online classes. We

have seen how hard teacher's and school admin is working

for conducting online classes in this pandemic without

compromising kids education. Though classes are virtual but

it's clearly visible teacher's have full focus on all kids and

make sure discipline is maintained.

 

I congratulate the entire Xavier's team for the good work,

appreciate the dedication of the faculty towards their duties

in these tough times, feel proud that our children are

educated in a great institution, thank you for all the support.

M/O Navya Diwan

 

 

I really appreciate the effort and zeal of all the teachers who

are putting so much hard work to make online teaching as

seamless as classroom classes. Thanks for your efforts �.

However, kids are missing their school & teachers a lot. Hope

the pandemic finishes and kids come back to the school.

F/O Jujhar Singh

 

 

 

 

 


